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FADE IN:

EXT. HIGHWAY — NIGHT

Fast paced birds eye view following a large dark (Pontiac or 
Chevy) along a straight stretch of road just before sunrise.

Push the tempo -Moby- playing in the back ground.

The view speeds towards the rear window, Music increases as 
we enter the car.

View pans through the car then onto the rear right passenger 

Byron (Byron Maple) screaming, There is a lot of blood from 
his stomach. 

Candy (Christine Wills) is beside him franticly trying to 
stop the flow with cloths. 

Dekker (Dekker Bayne) is driving the car unmoved by the 
screams.

William (William Livingstone) is riding shotgun holding a 
black pistol grip shotgun covered in blood.

CANDY
Hold still! Ya skwirm'n like an old 
woman.

BYRON
Well it hurts and Can you turn that 
shit off! 

CANDY
Well of course it hurts you have a 
hole the size of my fist in your 
gut, now hold still.

A shot of Dekker looking towards car lights in the rear view 
mirror as he kills the radio. 

DEKKER
We have company coming fast.

WILLIAM
Might not be them?

Police lights appear on the distant car. 



DEKKER
It's them!

CUT TO:

INT. PATROL CAR — NIGHT

A shot from the inside of the patrol car. Two uniformed 
deputies.

Deputy Chuck driving.

Deputy Brad in back.

Curtis (Sheriffs son — front passenger).

Deputy Chuck is on the police band two way. 

DEPUTY CHUCK
Yes it's them! Bastards are doing 
warp speed. 

FEMALE VOICE
(TWO WAY)

We have two cars on the way, should 
be there in about fifteen minutes. 

DEPUTY CHUCK
Use all force necessary to stop 
them, these guys are serious 
trouble. 

FEMALE VOICE
(TWO WAY)

We do things by the book in 
Holligan county.  

DEPUTY CHUCK
Well I'm telling you that the book 
will get your boys killed tonight. 

CUT TO:

Back in the lead car. William removes several hand guns from 
a bag and then hands it back to Candy who helps herself to 
some hand guns. Byron is a little quieter now. 

DEKKER
We can't out run them so we need to 
stop them or at least slow them 
down, plus their bound to have 
someone coming from the next 
county. 
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Dekker kills the lights and turns the car pulling to a halt 
in the middle of the road. William and Candy look at Dekker. 

DEKKER (CONT’D)
Ready?

WILLIAM
Fuck yeah!

CANDY
Today's as good a day as any.

William and Candy start cocking all the hand guns, two desert 
eagles are placed in Dekker's lap. Dekker plants his 
footlights still dead and speeds towards the patrol car.

CUT TO: Patrol Car.

Curtis is now waving his arms and is very agitated, deputies 
are still Calm.

CURTIS
Where the fuck did they go.

DEPUTY CHUCK
How should I know? Do I look like I 
have Elvin eyes?

CURTIS
What.. The.. Fuck.. Does that even 
mean? 

Internal view looking forward. The deputy in the hack laughs 
to Curtis's disgust. Deputy Chuck turns the side spot lights 
on.

DEPUTY BRAD
Elves can see in the dark.

CURTIS
What?

DEPUTY BRAD
Elves. They can see in the dark.

CURTIS
You got to be shit‘n me. Elves? 
Warp speed? Fucken beam me up 
Freakville.

DEPUTY CHUCK
Just keep an eye out the side 
incase they left the road.
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CURTIS
Daddy wouldn't put up with Trekkies 
on his team you know.

DEPUTY BRAD
Firstly, There are know elves in 
Star Trek.

DEPUTY CHUCK

And secondly, Daddy's dead junior 
incase you had forgotten that fact. 

Curtis should look like he has had the wind knocked out of 
him.

CURTIS
We don't know that for sure.

DEPUTY CHUCK
He had his throat removed junior, 
believe me when I tell you the boss 
is probably dead. Now keep your 
eyes peeled!

DEPUTY BRAD
Holligan boys should be here soon, 
hope they... 

Still internal view looking forward. To late for the patrol 
oar. The lead car has now turned on the lights and a barrage 
of bullets are hitting the patrol car. Glass sprays into the 
cabin.

What the fuck? 

CUT TO:

EXTERNAL BIRDS EYE - DOWN SHOT. 

Both cars are racing towards each other. All free hands are 
firing towards the patrol car with deadly accuracy. 

CUT TO:

INT. PATROL CAR - NIGHT

Just in time to see the patrol car lose control and flip. 
Screams and cussing from the patrol car as it lands on it’s 
roof after multiple flips. Deputy Chuck has been shot through 
the neck bad and is choking on his own blood. 
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We also see flames around the car. All occupants are upside 
down and trapped in their positions. 

CURTIS
I’m not hit? I’m not hit! Get me 
the fuck out of here.

DEPUTY BRAD 
Chuck? Chuck You all right?

Deputy Chuck is coughing copious amounts of blood holding his 
neck and is then still. 

CURTIS 
He's dead now get me the fuck out 
of here.

DEPUTY BRAD
Shut up. I’m stuck to you worm. 

CURTIS
The fucking cars on fire, get me 
out of here. 

DEPUTY BRAD
I said shut up.

CURTIS
You get me the fuck out of here or 
it'll be your fucking job, you hear 
me? 

Deputy Brad removes his handgun and pointed at the back of 
Curtis's head.

DEPUTY BRAD 
What ever you want junior.

CUT TO:

EXT. PATROL CAR — NIGHT

We are looking down at Curtis's window. Car is on fire but 
not yet to bad. Curtis's hand should be on the glass. We here 
the deputies shot and the glass is sprayed with blood.

CUT TO:

Lead Vehicle. Vehicle is travelling the way at great speed. 
Byron has passed out. Candy is attending Byron and William is 
putting new clips in the guns. Dekker watches the burning car 
in the rear view mirror. 
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WILLIAM
That was lucky.

DEKKER
To Lucky. Don't expect that again.

Candy wipes Byron’s brow. 

CANDY
We need to get him of the road and 
resting. He's lost to much blood.

Dekker see’s a flash in the mirror and then the explosion was 
heard. William looks around the car with a cheeky grin.

WILLIAM
Phew what a rush, Dam near got a 
woody from that, how about you?

Dekker is still very calm but does not reply to Williams 
crude question.

DEKKER
I saw a road back here. Might buy 
us some time. We only have a couple 
of hours till the suns up. All 
occupants look at Byron then back 
at the road. 

Dekker turns the radio back on. (Eminem — Super hero song) is 
playing. William starts to nod his head like in the film 
clip, hums and sings the “Da Da” chorus while loading clips. 
View now pulls back through the rear window and leaves the 
car back to astatic birds eye view as they turn onto a dirt 
road and speed away. 

CREDITS: MAIN TITLE: The Candy Factor

FADE IN:

EXT. ROAD HOUSE DINNER — EVENING

(TEXT ~ six weeks earlier)

BIRDS EYE VEIW.

We are looking at a large road house dinner “Bell's Cantina” 
with several cars in the lot and some large movers (Trucks). 
It is just on dusk. It is the only structure visible along 
the road. 
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We see an early model corvette pull into the lot and park as 
the view pans down to follow and stop behind the car. Candy 
and her brother Dwaine exit the vehicle and enter the road 
house.

INT. ROAD HOUSE DINNER - EVENING 

Candy and Dwaine stop inside the main door to notice most of 
the occupants possibly locals are now staring at them. The 
interior is a little outdated with booths along the walls, 
some open tables and your standard dinner counter complete 
with mid thirty notebook holding, gum chewing, apron wearing 
red headed waitress called flo. Candy is in boots, short 
skirt and a tight white T—shirt that reads "Love Me. .." In 
pink. Dwaine is dressed like a wanna be Don Johnson (Miami 
Vice days) with the matching gold. 

DWAINE
We had to stop in Hicksville didn't 
we.

CANDY
Lets just grab a booth and eat, I'm 
starving.

DWAINE
Good we can get some corn bread and 
grits. 

CANDY
Do you even know what grits are?

DWAINE
Does it matter? Sounded good at the 
time.

They both have a little laugh and moved towards a booth where 
Dwaine can watch his pride and joy the corvette. People have 
now gone back to their own business. The waitress is 
approaching the booth with coffee, she is wearing a name tag 
“Flo”, her attention is on Dwaine. 

WAITRESS
Coffee sugar?

DWAINE
Why that would be just lovely Flo. 

The waitress smiles and puts two mugs down and fills both but 
does not acknowledge Candy. 

WAITRESS
Anything else?
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CANDY
I'll have some corn bread and he's 
up for some grits.

The waitress is not impressed but Dwaine just smiles. 

DWAINE
Don't mind her she‘s just cranky, 
must be all the fresh air. Coffee 
will be just fine for now Flo.

Candy picked up a menu

WAITRESS
I'll be back in minute to take your 
order.

Waitress leaves.

****

This section has been removed from consideration extract 

****

EXT. WOODED PROPERTY AREA — NIGHT

The patrol car and the corvette have just halted on a 
deserted dirt road. Patrol lights are on. (We don't see Byron 
in this whole scene) Through Byron,s eyes we weave through 
the trees to a viewing vantage point about 40 meters back 
from the cars. We see the rear of both vehicles. Shot now on 
Candy and Dwaine as the two officers are exiting their car 
and walking back towards the corvette. 

CANDY
I don't like this.

DWAINE
The good o‘ll boys probably just 
got them selves lost.

CANDY
This is no time to be smart, I have 
a bad felling about this.
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DWAINE
Want me to run the gauntlet? I'll 
do it sis, you just say the word. 
Like Bonnie and Clyde.

Shot moves to outside the car. Officers are now on either 
side of the corvette. Wilson is on Dwaine’s side and opens 
the door. 

DEPUTY WILSON
Get out of the car.

DWAINE
Is their a problem officer?

DEPUTY WILSON
There will be if you don‘t get out 
of the car.

Deputy Slate has now opened the passenger door.

DEPUTY SLATE
You too, get out. 

Both Dwaine and Candy get out of the car. Wilson is 
retrieving his handcuffs.

DEPUTY WILSON
Turn around, hands behind you back. 

DWAINE 
What's going on? What have I done? 

Dwaine throws up his hands in protest. But Wilson is on him 
and plants a well placed fist to the gut. In a quick and 
decisive move Dwaine is turned and cuffed. Candy tried to go 
to her brothers aid but Deputy Slate has grabbed her from 
behind.

DEPUTY WILSON
You dressed like a faggot.

CANDY
DWAINE?

DEPUTY SLATE
(Laughs)

Wilson spins Dwaine and plants another fist in his gut that 
doubles him. Candy throws her head back catching Deputy Slate 
on the cheek but this just angers him, he spins her 180 and 
throws her on the hood of the corvette pinning her by the 
neck with his baton. 
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Wilson is now dragging Dwaine in a half stagger off the road 
about 30 feet from the cars. Candy looks as though she is 
about to loose consciousness. 

DEPUTY SLATE (CONT’D)
What about her?

DEPUTY WILSON
I don't care just don't scratch the 
car. Boss might not be happy about 
that. 

Both officers laughed for a moment then go back to business. 
Wilson dropped Dwaine to his knee's and has pulled his pistol 
now aimed at his head. Deputy Slate is preparing to rape 
Candy who is still under his baton neck grip.

DEPUTY WILSON (CONT’D)
Any last words faggot? 

Dwaine just looks up at him in disbelief.

DEPUTY WILSON (CONT’D)
Bzzztt. To late.

Candy has a partial view of Wilson and Dwaine. Wilson puts a 
bullet into Dwaine’s Head, holsters his gun and checks the 
body. Deputy Slate is still fiddling with his pants. Wilson 
looks towards Deputy Slate

DEPUTY WILSON (CONT’D)
Haven't you started yet?

DEPUTY SLATE
Fuck'n belts stuck. 

Wilson starts to laugh. Candy punches a thumb deep into 
Deputy Slate's eye socket who pulls back screaming and 
cussing. Candy has now slid forward onto her knee‘s just in 
front of the now dropped baton. Wilson is in full stride 
towards her.

DEPUTY WILSON
Bitch!

Candy takes the baton and lands a well aimed strike to 
Wilson's balls then one to the side of the head dropping him 
momentarily. Candy runs towards her brother but he is dead.

CANDY
Dwaine? No... Dwaine honey get up. 
Get up. 
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Wilson is regaining his composure. Candy panics and runs 
towards a wooded area. Deputy Slate is holding his face and 
staggering towards the rear of the corvette hands covered in 
blood. 

DEPUTY WILSON
Arrr. . . BITCH!

Wilson pulls his gun and staggers forward at a limp trying to 
focus on candy while rubbing his head. Candy is now in full 
pace towards the trees. 

CUT TO:

EXT. DIRT ROAD — NIGHT

This view will be from Byron's eyes, all one take, always 
moving and very fluid. From his original position we rushes 
forward at unnatural speed towards the cars. Wilson fires two 
shots (neither seen but heard), (Slow motion) Byron's hands 
come out and break the neck of Deputy Slate at lightning 
speed. 

DEPUTY WILSON
G o t  H e r (Heard in deep slow 
motion). 

Still from Byron's point of view. Wilson turns towards Deputy 
Slate and see’s Byron coming at him. Total fear. Wilson tries 
to react but has no chance. Hands out, neck snapped. Now back 
to moving at unnatural fast speed we rush towards Candy. 
Candy has been shot in the mid section and has stopped 
running. (Back to slow motion) She turns blood soaked, 
holding her stomach and begins to fall. She is looking at 
Byron in disbelief and bewilderment. Byron hands out catches 
her not slowing for a moment. 

The view now pans down at Candy who does not look to good. 
The ground below her is a fast blur. The view now pans backup 
to the trees as it fades to black.

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. SHERIFFS OFFICE — NIGHT

Pan back from a dark window to see the reflection of the 
sheriff office where he is drinking coffee with his feet on 
his desk and talking to his two friends and business 
partners.

**** End of Extract ****
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